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Sonnet Project Requirements 

Almost all requirements of the sonnet project should be typed, and each requirement on a new page.  

Exceptions include marking rhyme scheme and meter and highlighting and labeling figurative language and 

sound devices on typed copies of the poem. 

 

1. Provide one typed double-spaced copy of the sonnet with lines numbered. 

2. On another typed copy, mark the rhyme scheme and identify sonnet type (Italian, English). 

3. On another typed copy, mark the meter (include foot divisions). 

4. Vocabulary – type the definitions of every important word in the sonnet (20 words minimum). 

5. Paraphrase - restate the poem simply, sentence by sentence and type your version. 

6. Answer journalistic questions: who? what? when? where? why? (These can be more artistic/imaginative 

if the truth cannot be found--Shakespeare. With other authors, though, they must be accurate--Keats) 

7. Type a paragraph relaying author background (include citation for source(s) consulted). 

8. On another typed copy, highlight and label all figures of speech and literary devices (metaphors, conceit, 

simile, personification, irony, pun, paradox, oxymoron, etc.)  Complete a device to meaning chart for at 

least two of your examples. 

9. On another typed copy, highlight and label all sound devices (assonance, alliteration, consonance, 

euphony, cacophony, etc.).  Complete a device to meaning chart for at least two devices identified. 

10. Write a paragraph in which you identify and discuss two tones in the poem and identify the turn. [Use 

your Yellow Pages for help with tone words.  Be sure to use quotations from the poem to support your 

choices.] 

11. Complete a poetry focus statement for your poem. 

12. Include a copy of any (one) other poem that conveys the same theme as your sonnet. 

13. Design your folder cover with a collage of images to represent the theme of your sonnet. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sonnet Project Scoring Guide 
 

Written Requirements 

 

 Clean copy (lines numbered)   _____/ 3 

 Rhyme Scheme    _____/ 3 

 Meter     _____/ 3 

 Vocabulary    _____/ 3 

 Paraphrase     _____/ 3 

 Journalistic Questions    _____/ 3 

 Background     _____/ 2 

 Figures of Speech Labeled with D2M chart (2 entries) _____/ 6 

 Sound Devices Labeled with D2M chart (2 entries) _____/ 6 

 Tone Paragraph    _____/ 6 

 Poetry Focus Statement   _____/ 6 

 Accompanying Poem    _____/ 3    _____/ 5 

 Folder Cover Design    _____/ 3 
 

 

TOTAL    _____/ 50 
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CLEAN COPY 

 

“Sonnet 29” 
 by William Shakespeare  

 

1 When, in disgrace with fortune and men’ eyes, 

2 I all alone beweep my outcast state, 

3 And trouble deaf heaven with my bootless cries 

4 And look upon myself, and curse my fate, 

5 Wishing me like to one more rich in hope, 

6 Featured like him, like him with friends possessed, 

7 Desiring this man’s art and that man’s scope, 

8 With what I most enjoy contented least; 

9 Yet in these thoughts myself almost despising, 

10 Haply, I think on thee -- and then my state, 

11 Like to the lark at break of day arising 

12 From sullen earth, sings hymns at heaven’s gate; 

13 For thy sweet love remembered such wealth brings 

14 That then I scorn to change my state with kings. 
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RHYME SCHEME AND SONNET TYPE 

 

“Sonnet 29” 
 by William Shakespeare  

 

1 When, in disgrace with fortune and men’ eyes,  a 

2 I all alone beweep my outcast state,    b  

3 And trouble deaf heaven with my bootless cries  a 

4 And look upon myself, and curse my fate,   b 

5 Wishing me like to one more rich in hope,   c 

6 Featured like him, like him with friends possessed,  d 

7 Desiring this man’s art and that man’s scope,  c 

8 With what I most enjoy contented least;   d 

9 Yet in these thoughts myself almost despising,  e 

10 Haply, I think on thee -- and then my state,   b 

11 Like to the lark at break of day arising   e 

12 From sullen earth, sings hymns at heaven’s gate;  b 

13 For thy sweet love remembered such wealth brings  f 

14 That then I scorn to change my state with kings.  f 

 

English Sonnet 
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RHYTHM AND METER 

 

Sonnet 29  

by William Shakespeare  

 

 

1 When, in disgrace with fortune and men’ eyes, 

2 I all alone beweep my outcast state, 

3 And trouble deaf heaven with my bootless cries  irregular line 

4 And look upon myself, and curse my fate, 

5 Wishing me like to one more rich in hope, 

6 Featured like him, like him with friends possessed, 

7 Desiring this man’s art and that man’s scope, 

8 With what I most enjoy contented least; 

9 Yet in these thoughts myself almost despising,  irregular line 

10 Haply, I think on thee -- and then my state, 

11 Like to the lark at break of day arising   irregular line 

12 From sullen earth, sings hymns at heaven’s gate; 

13 For thy sweet love remembered such wealth brings 

14 That then I scorn to change my state with kings. 
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VOCABULARY 

 
Disgrace – shame; dishonor; exclusion from favor 

Fortune – position determined by wealth; chance, luck 

Men - person 

Eyes – opinion; judgment, point of view 

Alone – separate; apart; solitary 

Beweep – to express grief or sorrow over 

Outcast – person who is rejected or cast out, discarded 

State – condition of a person or a thing; status, rank; pun – “estate” 

Trouble – to bother; to disturb; to put to inconvenience 

Deaf – unable to hear; refusing to listen; unyielding 

Heaven – celestial powers, God; the abode of God 

Bootless – without result; useless 

Cries – fit of weeping; utterance 

Curse – to wish or invoke evil; to abuse 

Wishing – wanting; desiring; yearning 

Rich – having wealth; abounding 

Hope – the feeling that what is wanted can be had 

Featured – to resemble 

Friends – person attached to another by feelings of affection, regard 

Possessed – belonging to one 

Art – skills or techniques 

Scope – aim or purpose; outlook application, effectiveness 

Enjoy – experience pleasure for; have or use with satisfaction 

Contented – satisfied with what on is or has 

Least – to the smallest extent, degree 

Thoughts – consideration or reflection 

Despising – to regard with contempt, disgust, or disdain; scorn; loath 

Haply – by chance; perhaps 

Think – remembering experiences; to call something to one’s mind 

Break of day - dawn 

Arising  - to awaken; to ascend 

Sullen – persistently ill-humored; dismal 

Sings – to tell about or praise someone in song 

Hymns – an ode in praise of God; book in praise of someone or something 

Gate – an opening permitting passage through an enclosure 

Love  - passionate affection for another person, deep affection 

Remembered – to recall to the mid; to retain in the memory 

Wealth – valuable possessions; plentiful amount; state of being prosperous 

Scorn  - treat with disdain; reject; refuse 

Change  - to give and take reciprocally; interchange 

Kings – male sovereign or monarch; person preeminent in his class 
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PARAPHRASE 

 

 

[One sentence] 

 

When I’m alone, thinking of all of the things in life that I do not have, jealous of those who seem to have it all -- 

wealth, beauty, talent – and when I realize that no matter how much I complain, nothing will change and what 

used to make me happy no longer satisfies me, thankfully, I think about how fortunate I am to have you a 

thought which changes my perspective in such a way that I would not trade places with the richest most 

powerful person in the world. 

 

JOURNALISTIC QUESTIONS 

 
Who? 

The speaker is a middle-aged man who has recently been passed over for a promotion at work in a job that he 

does not particularly enjoy. 

What? 

He is lamenting his station in life, his choices, and his possessions.  As he looks around him, he sees so many 

men who have accomplished greater deeds and have accumulated more power and wealth. 

When? 

The year is 1850.  The time of year is November just after fall and before a long winter will set in. It is a foggy 

Friday evening.  The hour is right before midnight. 

Where? 

He is his flat in the city of London, England. 

Why? 

The gentleman, feeling desperate and depressed expresses his feelings of disappointment almost to the point of 

self-loathing; however, he censures himself once he glances at a picture of a beloved friend and realizes his 

misplaced priorities. 
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AUTHOR BACKGROUND 

 

William Shakespeare is perhaps the best known writer in the English language.  

He lived from April 23, 1564 to April 23, 1616, writing 37 plays and 154 

sonnets during his lifetime.  His home, Stratford upon Avon where he lived with 

his wife Anne Hathaway (not the actress) is still an extremely popular tourist 

site.  During his career, not only did he write plays, often for the enjoyment of 

rich patrons, but he also acted in them as well.  Shakespeare is the master of the 

English sonnet form, also known as Shakespearean, which is a variation of the 

Italian or Petrarchan sonnet.  His collection of sonnets was published in 1609 is 

considered one of the most important collections of poetry in the English 

language as well.  The sequence of the poems is carefully crafted with groups of poems thought to target a fair 

youth, a dark lady, and even a rival poet.  According to Dr. Thomas C. Foster, “When in doubt, it’s from 

Shakespeare.” 

 

http://www.shakespeare.org 
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FIGURES OF SPEECH/LITERARY DEVICES 

 

Sonnet 29  

by William Shakespeare  

 

1 When, in disgrace with fortune and men’ eyes,  personification, synecdoche 

2 I all alone beweep my outcast state, 

3 And trouble deaf heaven with my bootless cries  oxymoron; metonymy 

4 And look upon myself, and curse my fate, 

5 Wishing me like to one more rich in hope, 

6 Featured like him, like him with friends possessed, 

7 Desiring this man’s art and that man’s scope, 

8 With what I most enjoy contented least;   antithesis 

9 Yet in these thoughts myself almost despising,  volta, hyperbole 

10 Haply, I think on thee -- and then my state, 

11 Like to the lark at break of day arising   simile 

12 From sullen earth, sings hymns at heaven’s gate; 

13 For thy sweet love remembered such wealth brings 

14 That then I scorn to change my state with kings.  Pun, irony 

 
Line # Device Example Explanation 

2, 10, 

14 

Pun Repetition of the 

word “state” 

In the sonnet, the word “state” can be seen in three separate contexts.  

In line 2, the speaker focuses on his state of being alienated from 

society or the world.  With this revelation, we learn that he is 

disgraced and perhaps even destitute.  In line 10, we see that with the 

thought of a loved one, the speaker’s “state” begins to change.  This 

again would refer to a state of being; however, the reference is in 

direct contrast to the state described in the first eight lines of the 

sonnet.  Finally, in line 14, the speaker reveals that he would not 

change his “state” with kings.  This clever play on words helps he 

reader see that the speaker may be referring to an “estate” with riches 

and power or again a state of well being.   

11 Simile “…my state /  

Like to the lark at 

break of day 

arising / From 

sullen earth sings 

hymns at heaven’s 

gate,” 

Traditionally, the lark is used to symbolize happiness, joy, or even a 

new day or new beginning.  By comparing the speaker’s state to a 

“lark at break of arising from sullen earth, Shakespeare completes the 

transformation of this once depressed man to one who sees the 

blessing of love.  This image is the only figurative language in the 

poem.  All of the other details from his original state focus on what 

the speaker is lacking in life.  Only when he thinks of his true love is 

he able to transcend the earthly priorities and expectations and find 

true contentment. 
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SOUND DEVICES 

 

Sonnet 29  

by William Shakespeare  

 

1 When, in disgrace with fortune and men’ eyes, 

2 I all alone beweep my outcast state,    alliteration, consonance 

3 And trouble deaf heaven with my bootless cries  assonance, consonance 

4 And look upon myself, and curse my fate, 

5 Wishing me like to one more rich in hope, 

6 Featured like him, like him with friends possessed,  repetition, slant rhyme 

7 Desiring this man’s art and that man’s scope,  repetition, assonance 

8 With what I most enjoy contented least;   alliteration, slant rhyme 

9 Yet in these thoughts myself almost despising,  feminine rhyme 

10 Haply, I think on thee -- and then my state,   alliteration 

11 Like to the lark at break of day arising   alliteration, feminine rhyme 

12 From sullen earth, sings hymns at heaven’s gate;  alliteration 

13 For thy sweet love remembered such wealth brings 

14 That then I scorn to change my state with kings.  alliteration, couplet 

 
Line # Device Example Explanation 

9,11 Feminine 

rhyme 

“despising” 

“arising” 

In his “Sonnet 29,” Shakespeare employs a traditional rhyme scheme for 

the English sonnet.  The basic pattern has lines ending with masculine 

rhyme, mostly single syllable words.  However, to frame the turn of the 

sonnet, he ends lines nine and eleven with the words “despising” and 

“arising.”  The sudden switch to feminine rhyme places a natural 

emphasis on these words, words that encompass the change in the 

speaker’s attitude about himself and his “state.”  At the height of his 

despair, the speaker is “despising” himself; however, with one thought of 

his loved one, his soul begins “arising” to a state of contentment. 

6 Alliteration / 

repetition 

“Featured like 

him, like him with 

friends possessed.” 

Aside from completing a line of iambic pentameter, Shakespeare repeats 

the words “like him, like him” in line 6 to emphasize the speaker’s 

obsession with what others have and what he lacks.  In the middle of a list 

of shortcomings, the speaker reveals his insecurities by focusing on his 

greatest desires.  These desires unfortunately are qualities and possessions 

the speaker may never have.  He acknowledges that he is not “rich in 

hope,” handsome, popular, talented, or wise, and these feelings of 

inadequacy lead him to despise himself.  All he wants is to be “like him.”  

The key then is his inability to focus on what he does have.  Once he is 

able to see the blessing “haply,” he no longer desires to have what others 

have, even kings. 
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TONE PARAGRAPH 

 

In the first eight lines of the poem, the speaker grows increasingly despondent as he reflects upon his situation 

in life.  He begins with a description of his state of “disgrace” and his laments of being “outcast” and “all 

alone.”  His frustration builds as he complains that his laments are “bootless” and that “deaf heaven” will not 

respond to his urgings.   This frustration grows to desperate self-loathing when the speaker lists his 

shortcomings until he reaches what seems to be his breaking point admitting he is “contented least” by what he 

would customarily enjoy the most.  The volta occurs in line nine when the seemingly rock bottom speaker 

“haply” thinks on a loved one.  Although the word “haply” literally means by chance, it sounds like the more 

pleasant word “happily” which suggests the mood is changing to a positive one.  Now the speaker’s state is 

“arising” and “[singing] hymns” as he remembers the “wealth” of his “sweet love.”  The now blissfully content 

speaker can look upon his “state” with contentment rather than the regret expressed in the first eight lines. 

 

POETRY FOCUS STATEMENT 

 

In “Sonnet 29,” William Shakespeare creates a depressed and despairing speaker who serendipitously reflects 

upon the love of a close friend in order to prove to the reader that no matter how difficult life becomes, we can 

be content in the blessings of love. 

 

ACCOMPANYING POEM OR SONG 
 

"If I Didn't Have You" 

Thompson Square 

Sometimes it feels like, I'm gonna break 

Sometimes this world, gives more than I can take 

Sometimes, sunshine gets lost in the rain 

And it keeps pouring down  

It just keeps coming down. 

This life would kill me If I didn't have you 

I couldn't live without you baby 

I wouldn't want to 

If you didn't love me so much 

I'd never make it through 

'Cause this life would kill me 

This life would kill me if I didn't have you. 

 

You are my heart, every breath I breathe 

I'm safe in your arms, you rescue me. 

When I'm weak, you're strong 

If you were gone I don't know where I'd be 

You were made for me 

(You were made for me) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This life would kill me If I didn't have you 

I couldn't live without you baby 

I wouldn't want to 

If you didn't love me so much 

I'd never make it through 

'Cause this life would kill me 

 

This life would kill me if I didn't have you 

 

If you didn't love me so much 

(If you didn't love me so much) 

 

This Life would kill me If I didn't have you 

(This life would kill me) 

 

Couldn't live without you baby 

I wouldn't want to 

If you didn't love me so much 

I'd never make it through 

'Cause This life would kill me 

This Life would kill me if I didn't have you 
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